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COULD DATA ANALYTICS MAKE 
INTERNAL CONTROL EXCITING? 
Audit firms will be the first to admit their internal control risk assessment doesn’t impact the audit as 
much as it should.  But could data analytics transform the way auditors approach walkthroughs?

Auditors are required to “gain an understanding of internal 
control” on all audits because—in theory—this knowledge 
will help them refine their assessment of risk and modify 
their audit approach accordingly.

The reality is much different.

Internal control is abstract.  It’s about process, and auditors 
just want to know if the final numbers are right.  There are 
only so many different types of tests auditors can perform, 
and in most cases, the audit won’t change regardless of 
what the auditor learns about internal control.

The sad truth is most auditors find internal control important 
for complying with professional standards, but largely 
irrelevant when it comes to the actual audit.

Data analytics might change that dynamic.

Internal Control as an Assessment of Analytics 
Readiness

The path to internal control relevance begins with auditors 
understanding that their clients are working just as hard as 
CPA firms are to incorporate data analytics into their 

business models.  Any insight auditors can provide about 
this digital transformation is a significant value add.

The first requirement of data analytics is accurate and 
complete data, which in return requires a reliable 
information system.  Complete and accurate data—isn’t 
that the objective of internal control?

The auditor’s understanding of internal control and the 
client’s need for high quality data are two sides of the same 
coin.  If auditors viewed their walkthroughs and other 
internal control procedures as a window into the client’s 
ability to produce timely, high quality data (its “analytics 
readiness”), then the value of the internal control work 
would be more apparent.

An Unintended Discovery

We created a data fluency program for staff auditors at a 
large regional accounting firm.  Included in that program 
was a lengthy discussion of data quality, including the 
importance of internal controls.  We provided all 
participants with techniques and practice aids to help them 
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identify conditions that may impair the client’s analytics 
readiness.

For the most experienced auditors we followed that 
training with a 4-hour fully immersive role play that 
simulated an actual audit.  The participants were given 
limited information and had to interview “clients” and 
obtain documentation to achieve the following mission:  
make a presentation to the engagement partner about 
about the client’s analytics readiness and how effective 
the client’s information systems would be at ensuring real 
time, high quality data needed for analysis.

The scenario was designed for the participants to practice 
their data fluency and use the tools and techniques we 
provided to evaluate the client’s ability to produce data 
that was complete and accurate.

Building Data Fluency Will 
Take Time

The classroom experience was 
positive.  The materials were well 
designed and well presented; the 
participants engaged.  And yet, 
when it came time to apply what 
they’d learned in an audit 
situation, they struggled.  They 
had difficulty connecting the dots 
between data quality and internal 
control design.  They used the techniques and tools we 
went over in the seminar, and they got good information.  
But they were challenged to understand and analyze that 
information.  

The firm’s concluded that is so new to most staff 
members that it will take time for staff across the firm to 
become sufficiently fluent.

They also concluded that auditors at this level need to 
improve their critical thinking and problem solving skills.  
Too many years of relying on last year’s work papers and 
standard audit programs have dulled these skills, which 

which must be re-invigorated if firms are to be successful 
in their own data analytics efforts.

Data Analytics Makes Internal Control More 
Meaningful

While the participants’ mastery of data quality was 
disappointing, their evaluation of internal control—which 
we viewed as a secondary learning objective—blew us 
away.

Framing their mission as “helping the client assess data 
quality” changed their motivation for conducting 
walkthroughs and obtaining internal control 
documentation.  Last year’s control narratives were 
quickly pushed aside.  The teams’ conversations about 
control design and its strengths and weaknesses were in-

depth and thoughtful.  

They were curious and excited to 
talk to their clients about controls.

The presentations to the 
engagement partner were 
outstanding.  Even the weakest of 
the presentations offered insights 
into the client’s information 
systems and controls that far 
exceeded anything I’ve seen in 
the classroom or on the job.  

Without even realizing it, they had 
applied the COSO framework, describing control 
objectives and linking them to control procedures—or in 
some cases, the lack of procedures. 

From this insight about how controls affect data quality, 
most teams were able to take that critical next step of 
linking control strengths and weaknesses to the design of 
substantive tests.  They finally “got” that internal control 
matters.

Two participants told us that our data analytics training 
was the best internal control training they’d ever had.  I 
agree.  The data analytics training that was just so-so 
turned out to be great training for internal control.

The relationship between internal control and data quality 
creates a unique opportunity for auditors to add value.
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Auditors Need to Own Data Quality

Organizations undertaking digital transformation struggle 
with data quality, and they make significant investments to 
clean it.  Someone will ask, “what do we have to do to 
make sure these kinds of errors don’t happen in the 
future?”  The answer is improved internal control.  And that 
is why auditors need to get out ahead of this issue and 
have conversations about internal control before the data 
scientists beat them to it.

If auditors want to be in the room where strategy happens, 
then owning data quality is their ticket.  Internal controls 
are the key to data quality.

It may be a stretch to suggest that walkthroughs will 
become game changers on most audits.  But when 
evaluated within the context of data analytics, these and 
other control procedures certainly have the potential to 
provide much more value in the future than they do today.

MRA Learning is a full service learning and development consulting firm that specializes in curriculum 
design and custom learning solutions.  The firm also offers tailored training programs to prepare finance 
and audit professionals for upcoming digital transformation.  You can reach Mike at 
mramos@mralearning.com.


